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Abstract We present instance arguments: an alternative to type classes and related

features. Instance arguments are a new, general type of function arguments, resolved

at the call-site scope in a type-directed way. The concept is inspired by both Scala's

implicits and Agda's existing implicit arguments, but di�ers from both in important

ways. Our mechanism is designed and implemented for the dependently typed, purely

functional programming language/proof assistant Agda, but our design choices can be

applied to other programming languages as well.

Like Scala's implicits, we do not provide a separate structure for type classes and

their instances, but instead rely on Agda's standard dependently typed records, so that

we can reuse standard language mechanisms to provide features that are missing or

expensive in other proposals. Like Scala, we support the equivalent of local instances.

Unlike Scala, functions taking our new arguments are �rst-class citizens and can be

abstracted over and manipulated in standard ways. Compared to other proposals, we

avoid the pitfall of introducing a separate type-level computational model through the

instance search mechanism. All values in scope are candidates for instance resolution.

A �nal novelty of our approach is that existing Agda libraries using records gain the

bene�ts of instance arguments without any modi�cation.

We discuss our implementation in Agda (part of Agda v2.3.0 onward) and we use

monads as an example to show how it allows existing concepts in the Agda standard

library to be used in a similar way as Haskell code uses type classes. We also demon-

strate and discuss equivalents and alternatives to some advanced type class-related

patterns from the literature and some new patterns speci�c to our system.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Type Classes

Around 1989, a group of scholars on the Haskell Committee were facing the problem of

�xing the types of the numeric and equality operators in the emerging Haskell program-

ming language [19]. Such operators introduce a natural requirement for overloading or

�ad hoc� polymorphism. For example, the == operator, of type t→ t→ Bool, should

only be de�ned for certain types t (e.g. Bool, Integer) and not for others (e.g. function

types). Additionally, di�erent implementations are required for di�erent types t.

The committee at the time recognized the issue as an instance of a more general

problem in need of a general solution and adopted Wadler's proposal for what became

known as the Haskell type class system. For the == operator, the approach is based

on a type class Eq t, with instances for appropriate types t. To avoid troubling this

section with notations for in�x operators, we write equal for ==.

class Eq t where equal :: t→ t→ Bool

instance Eq Bool where equal = primEqBool

instance Eq Integer where equal = primEqInteger

neq :: Eq t⇒ t→ t→ Bool

neq a b = not (equal a b)

test :: Bool

test = neq (5 :: Integer) 5

Subclasses can also be de�ned:

data Ordering = LT | EQ | GT
class Eq t⇒ Ord t where compare :: t→ t→ Ordering

An essential requirement for type classes to work is that for functions like neq which

use the equal operator for an abstract type t, this is made explicit in their types. The

compiler can then check that the required instances are available when t is instantiated

to a concrete type: in the de�nition of test when neq is called on two Integer values, it

�nds an Integer instance of the type class and calls neq with that instance.

Before we continue, we want to make clear that when talking about Haskell, we will

amalgamate the type class concept in Haskell proper with common and uncontroversial

extensions like FlexibleContexts, FlexibleInstances, MultiParamTypeClasses, TypeFamilies

and RankNTypes.

Note also that when we mention ad hoc polymorphism, we mean open ad hoc

polymorphism. This means that additional instances of abstract concepts can be added

independently by users of functions that require the concept.

1.2 The downsides of an extra structuring concept

A disadvantage of Haskell's type class system is that classes and instances form a

separate, special-purpose structuring concept; this in addition to the more standard

algebraic data types (ADTs). Because of this duplication of functionality, many of the

features that have in the past been introduced as extensions of type classes duplicate
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features that already existed for ADTs. Constraint families [36] (allowing classes to

have abstract constraints on type class parameters) and associated type families [40]

(allowing classes to specify abstract types) both roughly correspond to how generalized

algebraic data type [39] values can carry types or type functors that are not parameters

of the data type. In the area of generic programming, succesful techniques existed to

build generic algorithms over ADTs [24], but these have had to be adapted for use with

type classes [25,47].

Similarly, higher-rank types [38] have long allowed ADTs to be abstracted over.

However, in a paper about a datatype-generic programming technique [25], Lämmel

and Peyton Jones note that this is not possible for type classes. In the following pseudo-

code, they wanted to abstract over a type class cxt (the meaning of these type classes

is not important here):

-- Pseudo-Haskell

class (Typeable a, cxt a)⇒ Data cxt a where

gmapQ :: (forall b.Data cxt b⇒ b→ r)→ a→ [r ]

This pseudo-code is not legal Haskell so Lämmel and Peyton Jones provide a solution

based on a �generic� type class Sat parameterised by the type of a dictionary record

that it should carry:

class Sat a where dict :: a

class (Typeable a,Sat (cxt a))⇒ Data cxt a where

gmapQ :: (forall b.Data cxt b⇒ b→ r)→ a→ [r ]

This was a clever solution, but it amounts to replacing a type class with an ADT for

which the desired feature (abstraction) is available. Only recently, the new ConstraintKinds

extension o�ers this kind of abstraction for type class constraints, even though it has

been available for data types for a long time [48].

1.3 Dictionary Translation

Wadler and Blott formalise type classes in their 1989 paper using a translation to

a standard Hindley-Milner typed functional language [46]. This translation is known

as the dictionary translation and not only serves as an implementation strategy, but

also gives an accurate semantic model of type classes. A type class is modelled as

a dictionary record type, with the type class operations as record �elds. Instances

become record values containing the de�nitions in the instance as �elds. The above

code translates to the following:

data Eq t = EqDict {equal :: t→ t→ Bool}
data Ord t = OrdDict {eqDict :: Eq t, compare :: t→ t→ Ordering}
boolEq :: Eq Bool

boolEq = EqDict primEqBool

intEq :: Eq Integer

intEq = EqDict primEqInteger

neq :: Eq t→ t→ t→ Bool

neq dict a b = not (equal dict a b)
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test :: Bool

test = neq intEq 5 5

A striking property of this translation is that the resulting code is not actually that

far from the original. Apart from the additional naming of instances (which has also

been proposed for Haskell [21]), the translation only produces extra verbiage in the

implementation of functions that use the type class's operations. In the neq function,

the dictionary of type Eq t is now passed around explicitly where this happened im-

plicitly before. Additionally, in the de�nition of test, we need to explicitly specify the

intEq dictionary as an extra parameter whereas it was inferred by the compiler before.

Apart from the automatic inference of instances, the dictionary model has many

advantages over the standard type class system. All the power of normal language

record mechanisms is available, and they can be de�ned, manipulated and abstracted

over in standard ways.

1.4 Scala Implicits

The Scala programming language provides an alternative approach to ad hoc poly-

morphism called implicits that avoids the introduction of a special-purpose structuring

mechanism [34,32]. Because of this, powerful mechanisms like abstract type declara-

tions [32, �4.3] can be used to model features that have had to be speci�cally de�ned

and implemented for type classes. Our running example can be encoded in Scala as

follows:

trait Eq [A ] {def eq (x : A, y : A) : Boolean}
def equal [A ] (x : A, y : A) (implicit eqA : Eq [A ]) = eqA.eq (x, y)

implicit object boolEq extends Eq [Boolean] { ...}
implicit object intEq extends Eq [Int] { ...}
def neq [A ] (x : A, y : A) (implicit eqA : Eq [A]) = ! equal (x, y)

val test = neq (5, 5)

The type class Eq is modelled as a dictionary trait Eq [A ].1 Traits are a gen-

eral object-oriented structuring concept provided by Scala, similar for our purposes to

records. Two dictionary objects intEq and boolEq are introduced and annotated with

the implicit modi�er. Both functions equal and neq take three arguments: x and y of

type A and eqA of type Eq A which carries the actual implementation of equal. The

third argument is marked as implicit. When the function neq is called in test, and the

implicit argument is not explicitly provided, its value is inferred by the compiler.

Unfortunately, functions with implicit arguments are not �rst-class citizens in Scala,

mostly due to syntax-technical problems. Some important features of Scala's standard

functions (currying, partial application, lambda expressions) are not available for im-

plicits; see Section 6.1 for more details.

1 Square brackets in Scala denote type application or abstraction.
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1.5 Instance resolution

An aspect of type classes and implicits we have not yet touched upon is instance

resolution. Haskell allows parametric instances like

instance Eq a⇒ Eq [a] where

equal [ ] [ ] = True

equal (a : as) (b : bs) = equal a b ∧ equal as bs

equal = False

With this instance, Haskell will resolve constraints of the form Eq [a ] by recursively

resolving the constraint Eq a and then using that in the above de�nition of equal.

From the perspective of the dictionary translation, this corresponds to functions from

dictionaries to dictionaries that are implicitly used to construct any needed dictionaries.

This mechanism makes the instance resolution algorithm more powerful and complex. A

set of restrictions is enforced on the structure of the types involved in instance contexts

to ensure that the instance resolution remains decidable. Two widely used Haskell

extensions (associated type families [40] and functional dependencies [20]) introduce

further complexity by adding what are essentially decidable type-level computation

primitives, which can be triggered during the instance resolution process. As a reviewer

notes, these extensions e�ectively expose an interpreter for a simple logic programming

language (no backtracking) which can reason about Haskell types.

The resolution algorithm that Scala uses to infer a value for implicit arguments is

similar. To resolve an implicit argument of type T, Scala will consider values in scope

that have been marked �implicit�, but also values de�ned in certain modules related to

T. It will consider values of type T, but also functions that themselves take only implicit

arguments and return a value of type T. This makes the resolution recursive, like for

Haskell. To ensure decidability, Scala keeps track of the �call stack� of the resolution

and detects in�nite loops using a conservative criterion.

In a non-dependently typed language like Haskell or Scala, type-level computation

is not directly available in the base language. Therefore, the type-level computation

that can be achieved using these primitives �lls a certain gap in the language and var-

ious people have demonstrated the surprising amount of power that these extensions

o�er [23,28,34]. However, the computational model for these primitives di�ers strongly

from the languages' standard models: a form of structural recursion is used instead

of non-structural (although many compilers provide an option to change this), pat-

tern matching is open and uni�cation-based (similar to Prolog) instead of closed and

functional and the syntactic order of pattern matching and recursive calls is reversed.

1.6 Implicit Function Arguments in Agda

A �nal language feature we want to present before introducing our proposal, can be

found in our target language itself: Agda's implicit or hidden arguments [30]. Agda

allows function arguments to be marked as �implicit�, indicating that they do not need

to be provided explicitly at the call site. For example, a polymorphic identity function

is de�ned as follows:

id : {A : Set} → A → A

id v = v
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When type checking the expression id true, Agda silently inserts a meta-variable (as

if the expression were id { } true), and Agda's type inference will instantiate this meta-

variable to Bool. The argument may be speci�ed explicitly, by writing id {Bool} true.
Implicit arguments are pervasive in most Agda code, and Agda would be nearly unus-

able without it.

Unfortunately, Agda's implicit arguments are of no help for implicitly passing

around and inferring type class dictionaries. The reason for this is that Agda will

only infer implicit arguments in two situations. Either the value is �xed by the types of

the other arguments or the result (consider how A = Bool was �xed in the call id true

above), or Agda can statically decide that only a single value can exist of the required

type. This makes the feature unsuitable for passing our type class dictionaries, because

e.g. for a type t, many values of type Eq t can typically be de�ned. For example, even

for a simple type like Bool, we can de�ne a trivial equality operator equal = true

in addition to the standard one.

However, unlike Scala, functions taking an implicit argument in Agda are �rst-

class citizens. They can be abstracted over, their types can be spelled out, anonymous

functions with hidden arguments are no problem and syntax is available to keep a tight

control over whether or not implicit arguments are inferred or not. In some cases this

requires writing an eta-expanded version of a function call (e.g. λ {A} → id {A}
instead of id) to make sure that Agda does not try to infer the hidden argument.

1.7 Instance Arguments

The feature we propose in this text is inspired by both Agda's implicit arguments

and Scala's implicits. It is a new kind of function arguments, which we call instance

arguments. Like Haskell type classes and Scala implicits, they provide open ad hoc

polymorphism, i.e. instances of abstract concepts can be added independently from the

de�nition of the concept. If openness is not required, Agda supports other solutions

based on the de�nition of a universe representing the complete set of types that satisfy

the concept (see e.g. [1]).

To use instance arguments with our running example, we need to de�ne a standard

Agda record Eq corresponding to the Eq type class, and instances for the N and Bool

type from the Agda standard library [7].

record Eq (t : Set) : Set where

�eld equal : t → t → Bool

eqBool : Eq Bool

eqBool = record {equal = primEqBool}
eqNat : Eq N
eqNat = record {equal = primEqNat}

All of this is standard Agda code. Our modi�ed version of Agda allows us to write the

following:

equal : {t : Set} → {{eqT : Eq t}} → t → t → Bool

This type signature says that the function equal takes a Set (type) as its �rst (implicit)

argument t. The novelty is in the double braces which mark the function's second

argument eqT of type Eq t as an instance argument. Next, the function takes two
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standard arguments of type t and returns a Bool. In equal's de�nition, we simply take

the implicitly passed dictionary and return the equal function contained in it:

equal {{eqT}} = Eq.equal eqT

With this type signature, we can now use equal as if it were de�ned as the method

of a Haskell type class:

test = equal 5 3 ∨ equal true false

In both calls to equal, equal's instance argument is not explicitly given, so that it is

inferred by the compiler, like for Agda's existing implicit arguments. The di�erence with

the latter is in how the values are resolved. We will explain our resolution algorithm

further on in the text, but for the example above, eqBool and eqNat will be correctly

resolved.

The fact that instance arguments closely resemble Agda's existing implicit argu-

ments and only di�er in how omitted arguments are inferred, means that we can reuse

many of the design choices for implicit arguments and inherit some of their qualities.

Speci�cally, functions with instance arguments are �rst class citizens and there are no

limitations on the position of the implicit arguments within a function type.

1.8 Contributions

The contributions of this work are the proposal and study of instance arguments and

an implementation in Agda. Our proposal does not introduce a separate structuring

concept and our ad hoc polymorphic functions are �rst-class citizens. Our proposal can

work with less or more powerful types of instance resolution, but we choose a simple

one that avoids the introduction of a separate computational model.

To the best of our knowledge, no other proposal in the literature o�ers equivalents

to all of the following features: associated type families and constraint families, multi-

parameter type classes, local instances, abstraction over type classes and �rst-class

ad hoc polymorphic functions (although Coq, Haskell and Scala each have almost

all of them). No other proposal has explored an alternative to type classes without

introducing a separate computational model in the language. Every other proposal has

required �instances� to be somehow marked eligible for implicit resolution. Finally, no

other proposal has an equivalent to the way that we automatically bring the bene�ts

of instance arguments to unmodi�ed records.

We formally de�ne the workings of our feature, and discuss our design choices. We

demonstrate the use of monads and present (often simpler) encodings of some type

class based patterns from the literature. We also present some novel patterns of our

own.

Compared to the earlier presentation of this work at ICFP 2011 [9], this paper con-

tains the new Sections 4.2 and 4.3 discussing new features of our instance resolution,

and Section 5.6 discussing a possible design for overloaded literals in a dependently-

typed language. Many parts of the text (in particular Sections 2.2 and 5.5) have been

adapted, updated and/or extended and this version contains a strongly extended dis-

cussion of related work.
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2 Instance Arguments

We have already brie�y presented instance arguments in Section 1.7 above. Let us

provide some more details.

2.1 Resolving instance arguments

First, let us explain how a value for an omitted instance argument is inferred. Generally,

an instance argument is resolved by the compiler when only a single identi�er is bound

to a value of the expected type in the call-site scope (more details in Section 4 and

Appendix A.3). We do not require values to be marked in a speci�c way to be eligible

for this resolution. We take care to limit the computational power of our instance search

algorithm so that we do not unwantedly introduce an alternative computational model.

Recall the example test from Section 1.7:

test = equal 5 3 ∨ equal true false

What happens underneath, for example for the application equal 5 3, is that the Agda

type-checker notices that in order to pass the normal argument 5 to function equal, it

�rst needs to infer the implicit argument t and instance argument eqT. It will assign a

new meta-variable (see Norell [31]) to both, but for the second argument, a constraint

will additionally be registered indicating that that meta-variable needs to be resolved

as an instance argument. The argument 5 will then be passed to equal as the third

argument, and Agda will unify the �rst meta-variable with value N. Agda will now

notice that there is only one value of type Eq N in scope (eqNat) and assign it to the

second meta-variable.

Like for implicit arguments, it is also possible to provide the instance arguments

explicitly, should this be necessary:

test2 = equal {{eqNat}} 5 3 ∨ equal {{eqBool}} true false

Instance argument resolution will also consider values that are bound as the argu-

ments of a function. Consider for example our version of neq. Like equal, it accepts a

dictionary of type Eq t as an instance argument:

neq : {t : Set} → {{eqT : Eq t}} → t → t → Bool

We can implement neq by explicitly accepting the dictionary argument and passing it

to the equal function:

neq {{eqT}} a b = ¬ (equal {{eqT}} a b)

However, this is unnecessarily verbose. If we leave out the dictionaries in the de�nition,

Agda will silently insert an unnamed instance argument in the left-hand side and will

silently infer equal's instance argument to that unnamed value:

neq a b = ¬ (equal a b)

Notice again how the mechanism is in many respects strikingly similar to Agda's

existing implicit arguments. Only the resolution of the instance value is not done by

uni�cation but by looking up a value of the right type in the current scope.

There are some �ner details about instance argument resolution that we go into in

Section 4, but let us �rst explain some more visible features.
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2.2 Existing Records as Type Classes.

An important and novel feature of our proposed system is that we can automatically

bring its bene�ts to unmodi�ed libraries that use standard dependently-typed records.

In the above example, it is the function equal of type

equal : {t : Set} → {{eqT : Eq t}} → t → t → Bool

which allows us to use the Eq record in a more convenient, type-class-like way.

It turns out that this function is almost identical to a function in the record module

Eq2, which Agda auto-generates. Let us explain this by repeating the de�nition of

record Eq and additionally assuming that it contains neq as an associated function:

record Eq (t : Set) : Set where

�eld equal : t → t → Bool

neq : t → t → Bool

neq a b = ¬ (equal a b)

The record module that is generated for this record de�nition will contain the function

neq as well as a generated �eld projection function Eq.equal [30, 4.3 pp.82�83]. It is

equivalent to the following:

module Eq {t : Set} (eq : Eq t) where

equal : t → t → Bool

equal = {- extract �eld equal from record value eq -}

neq : t → t → Bool

neq a b = ¬ (equal a b)

Note that the module is abstracted from arguments {t : Set} (eq : Eq t), which

results in all functions in the module being abstracted from these arguments. As a

result, Eq.equal is available outside of the record module at the following type:

Eq.equal : {t : Set} → (eqT : Eq t) → t → t → Bool

The only di�erence between Eq.equal and our function equal above is that the latter

takes eqT as an instance argument instead of an explicit argument. This observation

has inspired us to automatically provide de�nitions like our equal, by auto-generating

new versions of the record projection functions which take the record as an instance

argument instead of a standard one. It is convenient to do so by extending Agda's

module mechanism.

Agda modules or sections are a general scoping mechanism and there is a mechanism

called module applications that allows us to bring in scope (part of) a module's contents

and abstract or apply all functions in a module from/to arguments. For our purpose,

we can use a module application like the following:

open module EqInst {t : Set} {{eq : Eq t}} = Eq {t} eq

This de�nes a new module EqInst, containing all the de�nitions from module Eq, in this

case the �eld projector equal and function neq. The module application ensures that

2 Note that record module Eq and record type Eq can share the same name because module
and term name spaces are disjoint in Agda.
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they are available in a form that accepts the record value eq as an instance argument

instead of a normal argument. The function equal in the new module EqInst is equivalent

to our custom de�nition above. As we have demonstrated in the introduction, such

de�nitions allow them to be used in a type-class-like way. By opening the module, we

bring in scope the de�nitions in the new module directly.

For module applications like the above, we provide a short-hand notation:

open Eq {{...}}

Like for Agda's standard module applications, the modi�ers public, using, renaming

and hiding can be used to control precisely what is brought in scope. This new module

application is equivalent to the above except for the fact that it doesn't name the

EqInst module. The new type of module applications can in fact be applied to any

module taking at least one argument, turning the last (normal or implicit) argument

into an instance argument. Because of this, the mechanism can also be used for modules

that are not directly record modules, but for example instances of one.

2.3 Subclasses

In dictionary models of type classes, a subclass dictionary typically carries a superclass

dictionary as one of its �elds. The Agda standard library for example uses such a model.

In the context of a dependently typed language, there is another possible model for

subclasses, known as Pebble-style structuring, recommended by Sozeau and Oury [44,

�4.1]. In this style, subclass dictionaries carry superclass dictionaries as parameters

instead of �elds.

Both models can be expressed with our system. Each has some speci�c advantages,

e.g. a requirement to explicitly bring superclass dictionaries into scope or the need

for an extra implicit superclass dictionary parameter in the type of functions with a

subclass constraint. In this section, we demonstrate a Pebble-style model of an Ord

subclass of our previously de�ned Eq:

record Ord {A : Set} (eqA : Eq A) : Set where

�eld _<_ : A → A → Bool

Let's now suppose that we have values eqN : Eq N, ordN : Ord eqN and eqBool :

Eq Bool in scope, but no instance of Ord for Bools. We can now open the Eq {{...}} and
Ord {{...}} modules and use the appropriate methods on N and Bools, with the correct

dictionaries being resolved in the background.

open Ord {{...}}
open Eq {{...}}
test1 = 5 < 3

test2 = equal 5 3

test3 = equal true false

An ad-hoc polymorphic function _6_ can be de�ned as:

_6_ : {A : Set} → {eqA : Eq A} → {{ordA : Ord eqA}} → A → A → Bool

a 6 b = a < b ∨ equal a b
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Note how the Pebble-style subclass model requires us to explicitly mention a super-

class constraint in the type signature of _6_. This argument eqA : Eq A is accepted

as an implicit argument, not an instance, because it can typically be inferred from the

parameters of the chosen ordA parameter. Because we require the superclass dictionary

as an argument, it is automatically in scope for resolution inside the method.

The above shows that our mechanism does not impose a choice as to how subclasses

are to be modelled by the programmer. We think this demonstrates that our instance

arguments are a general mechanism, giving the programmer the freedom to make his

or her own design choices.

2.4 Considerations for Instance Arguments in Other Languages

An important question about our proposed instance arguments is how Agda-speci�c

they are. We believe that the mechanism is widely applicable, and that many variations

on our design choices are possible.

Let us consider the di�erent modi�cations that we have made. A �rst step is the in-

troduction of a new, specially annotated type of arguments to functions, which is likely

to be unproblematic in many programming languages. Clearly, in non-dependently

typed languages the arguments' type must be restricted to not depend on earlier non-

type arguments, but this re�ects the rules for normal arguments in those languages.

However, care must be taken that functions with the new type of arguments are fully

�rst-class on the one hand and that the programmer can tightly control the resolution

of instance arguments on the other hand.

To the best of our knowledge, Agda was the �rst language to demonstrate that these

two requirements can be combined with a natural syntax through a careful balancing

in the type checking rules which govern function applications, lambda expressions, and

the implicit insertion of implicit lambda's. The rules in Appendices A.1 and A.2 for

our instance arguments are simply adaptations of the corresponding rules for Agda's

existing implicit arguments [30]. We expect that a similar type of function arguments

and similar rules can be introduced for any language which has some form of partial

function application and lambda expressions.

The choice of the algorithm by which not explicitly provided instance arguments are

inferred is orthogonal to the rest of our design. We clearly choose a relatively restricted

one (more explanation in Section 4), but we think that other choices can also be

combined with the rest of our design. This can range from our relatively restricted

inference to a full-power automated proof-search like Coq's [44]. An advantage of our

current algorithm is that we do not require values in scope to be specially annotated

to be eligible, but an annotation similar to Scala implicit annotations can be used to

limit the complexity of a more powerful inference mechanism. Another advantage of

our approach is that it does not introduce a separate type-level computational model

in the language.

2.5 Formal Developments

In Appendix A, we formally develop instance arguments, based on the formalism that

Norell uses to present the Agda language [30]. We formally de�ne functions with in-

stance arguments, how values for them are type-checked, when values for instance
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arguments are inferred and the rules for this resolution. We discuss various technical

points and present a soundness result.

2.6 Implementation

We have implemented the above proposal in Agda. Our implementation is surprisingly

cheap, with a non-context-di� of the initial implementation of about 750 lines. A com-

parison of line counts is not necessarily objective and can only give a partial view, but

for what it's worth: the initial di� of Sozeau and Oury's Coq type classes [44] was ∼2k
lines long. Our implementation is part of Agda version 2.3.0 and later versions.

3 Monads Case Study

Instance arguments provide an alternative for type classes. Although they lift some of

the limitations of type classes, our inference algorithm is on the other hand less powerful

than Haskell's. To demonstrate that our mechanism is at least powerful enough for

common use cases of type classes, we take a look at a typical type class example:

monads. In this section, we demonstrate that with our instance arguments, we can use

an Agda version of Monads in a way similar to Haskell.

We use a simpli�ed version of the monads from Agda's standard library. Although

instance arguments can also be used conveniently with the original version, we do not

use it here because it is complicated by its support for indexed monads. We have kept

the universe level argument f but it can be safely ignored by readers not familiar with

Agda's universe polymorphism. The ∀ in the type signatures is Agda shorthand syntax

for arguments whose name is given but whose type is omitted. For example the type

∀ {A} → A → M A is shorthand for {A : } → A → M A, i.e. names between the

∀ symbol and the �rst subsequent arrow are interpreted as names of arguments whose

type should be inferred.

record Monad {f : Level} (M : Set f → Set f) : Set (suc f) where

in�xl 1 _>>=_ _>>_

�eld return : ∀ {A} → A → M A

_>>=_ : ∀ {A B} → M A → (A → M B) → M B

_>>_ : ∀ {A B} → M A → M B → M B

m1 >> m2 = m1 >>= λ → m2

We see that Monad contains the basic monadic operators return and _>>=_ as �elds

and provides the _>>_ operation. In order to highlight correspondence with Haskell's

monads, we include a syntax de�nition (a form of restricted macro) for a form of

do-notation. This addition is orthogonal to the use of instance arguments.

bind : ∀ {A B} → M A → (A → M B) → M B

bind {A} {B} = _>>=_ {A} {B}
syntax bind m (λ x → c) = do x← m then c

We will assume some type constructors and Monad instances for them (similar to

those de�ned in the Agda standard library): a state monad with mutable state variable
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of �xed type N, a partiality monad (de�ning a form of partial, possibly non-terminating

computations) and the list monad:

postulate stateMonad : Monad (State N)

partialityMonad : { l : Level} → Monad (_⊥ { l})
listMonad : { l : Level} → Monad (List { l})

In current Agda, the most convenient way to use these monad instances, is to apply

the Monad module to the correct instance at the location where it is used.

test1 : N → N ⊥
test1 k = let open Monad partialityMonad in

do x← return k then

if (equal x 4) then return 10 else never

This code does not look too bad actually. Opening a monad instance's module brings

into scope just the de�nitions of the monadic operations we need. However, it becomes

more di�cult if we decide that we need to use for example the monadic bind operator on

a list, requiring monadic operations from two di�erent instances. In this case, current

Agda requires us to rename the operations for one of the instances:

postulate nToList : N → List N
test2 : N → (List N) ⊥
test2 k =

let open Monad partialityMonad

open Monad listMonad using () renaming (_>>=_ to _>>=l_) in

do x← return [k] then

if (equal k 4) then return (x >>=l nToList) else never

We can improve upon this situation using instance arguments. First, we bring the

de�nitions from the Monad {{ ... }} module application into scope. As explained in

Section 2.2, the {{ ...}} syntax turns the Monad module's last non-implicit argument

into an instance argument. We can then de�ne our examples in a simpler way and let

Agda infer the correct values for the instance arguments.

open Monad {{...}}
test1 : N → N ⊥
test1 k = do x← return k then

if (equal x 4) then return 10 else never

test2 : N → (List N) ⊥
test2 k = do x← return [k] then

if (equal k 4) then return (x >>= nToList) else never

In the case of test1, one could argue that we don't actually gain all that much. Agda

now automatically chooses the correct monad instance from the values in scope instead

of requiring the programmer to make this choice. However, the second example shows

that in a case where we use monadic operations from di�erent monad instances, in-

stance arguments e�ectively spare us some uninteresting bookkeeping, by inferring the

instances in the background.
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4 Instance Resolution

We provide a precise de�nition of the resolution algorithm in Appendix A.2, but in

this section, we discuss and motivate the primary design choices.

4.1 Non-recursive

Our resolution algorithm is only a restricted analogue to Haskell's. The mechanism is

designed such that a type-directed scope-based resolution will not recursively trigger

further resolutions (see Appendix A.3). This limitation is a deliberate choice. We thus

avoid the introduction of a separate computational model through the instance search

mechanism, as for Scala implicits or Haskell and Coq type classes. This decision however

does unavoidably limit the functionality of our mechanism. For example, for the Eq

type introduced in Section 2, we could have de�ned:

listEq : {A : Set} → Eq A → Eq (List A)

listEq {A} eqA = record {equal = eq'}
where eq' : List A → List A → Bool

eq' [ ] [ ] = true

eq' (a :: as) (b :: bs) = equal eqA a b ∧ eq' as bs

eq' = false

With the eqBool value from Section 2 in scope, one might expect an instance of

Eq (List Bool) to be automatically inferred as listEq eqBool. This is not the case for our

system; we require the user to explicitly construct a value of the correct type himself.

It su�ces to bring this value in scope at the call site, for example by placing it in a

local where block.

test = equal (true :: false :: true :: [ ]) (true :: false :: [ ])

where listBoolEq = listEq eqBool

4.2 Resolving Instances' Implicit Arguments

We have not mentioned this at the time, but there is an interesting related case in the

previous section, where a �ne balance in the de�nition of the resolution mechanism

has allowed us to save work for programmers without compromising our choice for a

limited-power resolution mechanism. The types of the imported values partialityMonad

and listMonad were as follows:

partialityMonad : { l : Level} → Monad (_⊥ { l})
listMonad : { l : Level} → Monad (List { l})

These de�nitions exploit Agda's universe polymorphism. The term _⊥ is not a functor

of type Set → Set, but instead, for any level l, _⊥ {l} is a functor of type Set l → Set l.

This means that partial computations can be de�ned producing values (Set 0), types

(Set 1), kinds (Set 2), and for each of these types of partial computations, a monad

instance is provided as partialityMonad { l}.
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In the calls to the monadic operations return and _>>=_, instance arguments were

resolved for types Monad (_⊥ {zero}) and Monad (List {zero}) even though no values

of these types were in scope. The reason that our code compiled anyway is that our

instance resolution mechanism does not only consider values that are of the correct type

directly, but will also consider values that are of the correct type after the application

to a number of implicit arguments. This choice in our resolution mechanism was made

after the appearance of the conference version of our paper and attempts to strike a

�ne balance between our desire to limit the resolution mechanism's power but still

minimise programmer work and confusion in using the feature. It is important that

only values expecting implicit arguments are considered, not values expecting instance

arguments, since that would make instance resolution recursive and more powerful.

4.3 When to Reject an Instance

Another �ne balance is related to the fact that equality of types is harder to decide in

a dependently-typed language like Agda than in Haskell. Let us reconsider the monads

case study (see Section 3), where return and _>>=_ have (essentially) the following

types:

return : ∀ {M} {{Mon : Monad M}} {A} → A → M A

_>>=_ : ∀ {M} {{Mon : Monad M}} {A B} → M A → (A → M B) → M B

When type-checking a term like return 3 >>= nToList, our version of Agda will

silently insert implicit and instance arguments. Speci�cally, it will insert type functors

M1 and M2 : Set → Set, monad instances m1 : Monad M1, m2 : Monad M2 and

result types A1, A2 and A3 : Set:

_>>=_ {M1} {{m1}} {A1} {A2} (return {M2} {{m2}} {A3} 3) nToList

From the function applications and the types of literal 3 : N and function nToList : N →
List N, Agda can determine the following equations:

A3 = N
M2 A3 = M1 A1

A2 = N
M1 A2 = List N

In a similar situation, a Haskell compiler would be able to exploit properties of Haskell

type-constructor application to deduce M1 = List, A1 = N and M2 = List, but

the corresponding properties do not hold in more complex dependent type-systems like

Agda's.

The reason that Agda is able to type-check the above term is that it will try to

instantiate instance arguments m1 and m2 with the monad instances in scope and check

that this does not (immediately) invalidate constraints. When instantiating m2 with for

example partialityMonad, this will imply M1 = _⊥, violating the equality constraint

M1 A2 = List N. Instance resolution will only keep listMonad as a candidate, further

implying solutions for M1 so that type-checking can carry on.

This example shows that even though instance resolution is inherently more di�cult

in Agda, because of the inherently more complex notion of type equality, the check that

candidate values do not violate constraints during instance resolution su�ces to solve

the problem for examples like our monads case study.
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4.4 Why Limit the Computational Power?

In the above example concerning list equality, our resolution was not smart enough

to automatically infer instance arguments that one might expect it to. Help from the

programmer is required to make it �nd the correct value although explicitly passing

the instance arguments wherever they are used is not necessary: it su�ces to place the

required value in scope.

First, we believe that instance arguments can be combined with a smarter resolu-

tion algorithm if desired. Extensions can be imagined where functions like listEq are

annotated somehow to make the resolution consider them. Such an extension would be

largely orthogonal to the rest of our design.

However, introducing such an extension makes the instance search recursive. Even

if it can still be kept decidable with restrictions on the functions considered, it would

inevitably expose an additional computational model, similar to Haskell's, Scala's or

Coq's instance resolution. In these other systems, the uni�cation-based Prolog-like

computational models were added as a natural component of the ad hoc polymorphism

primitive. The fact that this added a separate type-level computation primitive was a

byproduct rather than a design goal. Functional dependencies, an extension of Haskell's

type class resolution model (see Jones [20] and our Section 5.2), at �rst seemed natural

too, but many now consider it preferable to use the more functional type families (see

Schrijvers et al. [40]) instead.

We see a programmer-extensible type-level computation primitive, especially if it

supports pattern matching on types, as an important and powerful part of a pro-

gramming language. It is for example essential for datatype-generic programming. As

such, we argue that the design of such a feature should be made consciously and well

thought through. The fact that a Prolog-like model seems natural for an ad hoc poly-

morphism feature, should not blind us from the fact that there could be alternatives

that can also be combined with an ad hoc polymorphism feature. Foundational calculi

like Girard's System Fω [14] but also dependently-typed calculi and languages (e.g.

Martin-Löf's type theory [?] or Coquand's calculus of constructions [5]) suggest that a

suitable type-level computation model is not necessarily Prolog-like but can very well

be functional (with possible advantages like a better understood meta-theory, simpler

implementations and more consistency in the language).

Especially in the dependently-typed language Agda, where a powerful and well-

understood form of type-level computation is a core part of the language, it would be

preferable if we could combine an ad hoc polymorphism primitive with this existing

model instead of introducing a special-purpose additional one. However, to support

standard use cases of parametric instances, the model would need to be extended with

a way to pattern match on types. This implies a form of typed meta-programming,

a topic that is the subject of a lot of recent research. We point the interested reader

to some related work in this area by Chapman et al. [4], Danielsson [6], Chapman [3],

McBride [29] and ourselves [10].

Because of this reasoning, our choice in this paper to not introduce a powerful

computational model as part of our resolution algorithm is a conservative one. In

summary, the main reasons for our choice are the following:

� We believe there are possible alternatives to the choice made in other proposals

(parametric instances with a (decidable or not) Prolog-like computation model).
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By not committing to a Prolog-like model now, we maintain the possibility of

combining with better, alternative models later.

� Our design and implementation shows that coupling ad hoc polymorphism to a

powerful type-level computation primitive is not essential; a useful form of ad hoc

polymorphism is possible without it (although it is more limited).

� Our low-power resolution scheme has disadvantages (e.g. not automatically pro-

ducing instances like eqList eqNat) but also bene�ts, as we discuss in the next

section.

4.5 Advantages and Disadvantages

Note also that our simple resolution scheme has some advantages of its own. We have

used it for all of the examples in Section 3 and 5 and have found the resolution practical,

predictable, intuitive and su�cient. We do not need to limit resolution complexity by

requiring candidate values to be annotated specially, instead considering all values in

scope. This lowers the impact of our feature on users' code and makes for example the

ellipsis in Section 5 more widely usable. Its intuitive meaning changes from �Fill in this

value from an annotated value in scope� to �Fill in this value from the scope�, which

feels more natural to us.

Note that because the entire scope is considered for resolution, it is up to the

programmer to make sure that only a single value of a correct type is in scope. Instance

arguments should only be used on types which are informative enough so that they

typically identify values uniquely. If there still is a con�ict, existing features in Agda's

module system (e.g. hiding and using modi�ers) can be used to control the scope. Values

that can only be named using a quali�ed reference are not considered for instance

resolution. Finally, the programmer must also remember that values may be implicitly

used because of instance resolution, despite the fact that they are never referenced

from the actual code. In our experiments, we �nd that instance arguments provide a

solution (ad hoc overloading) for many of the name con�icts that arise in typical use of

Agda's standard library (e.g. _
?
=_ in Data.Nat, Data.Bool etc.) and that type con�icts

for reasonably typed instance arguments occur seldom.

In some cases, it is useful to limit the set of eligible values for instances to be

resolved. For example, Scala will in some contexts implicitly convert a value of type

A to type B if a value of type A → B is in scope and has been marked as eligible

for implicit resolution. Because we do not require an explicit eligibility annotation,

this would not work well in our system because there may be functions of type A →
B in scope that should not be used in such implicit conversions. Nevertheless, an

alternative for our system would be to do such implicit conversion based on a value of

type ImplicitConversion A B, a type that simply wraps the actual conversion function.

Instead of specially marking a conversion function as eligible for instance resolution, we

would then just wrap it into a value of type ImplicitConversion A B to obtain the same

e�ect. This has the additional advantage that such functions are then not eligible for

situations where a function is needed for another purpose than an implicit conversion.

Generally, this simple pattern can be used to replace eligibility annotations when they

are needed.
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5 Some Advanced Patterns

It turns out that our relatively simple extension of Agda can support analogues or

variants of many features which have required non-trivial implementation e�orts in

Haskell, as well as some new patterns of its own. In this section, we discuss a selection

of such topics.

5.1 Standing on the Shoulders of Records

We discussed in the introduction how modelling type classes using an existing powerful

record mechanism such as Agda's dependently typed records makes certain features

available �for free� that require separate extensions for Haskell type classes. Sozeau

and Oury and Oliveira et al. have previously demonstrated this observation for Coq

type classes (which are Coq dependently typed records underneath [44]) and Scala

implicits (where type classes are typically modelled as Scala traits [34]).

One such feature is the equivalent of Haskell's associated type families [40]. An

associated type family is essentially a type class member that is a type or type functor.

Using a dictionary model of a type class in a dependently typed language, there is

nothing special about records with members that are not just values and we essentially

get associated type families for free.

Another feature which we get for free has been described for Haskell by Orchard

and Schrijvers as constraint families [36]. A constraint (synonym) family in Haskell is

a member of a type class that represents a class constraint on a type class's parameters

and/or other types. Using a dictionary model of type classes, this concept actually

reduces to type families. Orchard and Schrijvers' example of constrained functors (pos-

itive type functors whose fmap function is restricted to types in a certain type class)

can be modelled as follows:

record ConstrainedFunctor (F : Set → Set) : Set where

�eld Constraint : Set → Set

fmap : {A B : Set} → Constraint A →
Constraint B → (A → B) → F A → F B

listConstrainedFunctor : ConstrainedFunctor List

listConstrainedFunctor = record {Constraint = λ → >
, fmap = λ → List.map}

setConstrainedFunctor : ConstrainedFunctor Set

setConstrainedFunctor = record {Constraint = Ord, fmap = Set.map}

5.2 Multi-parameter Type Classes and Functional Dependencies

A multi-parameter type class in Haskell is (obviously) a type class with more than

one parameter. The equivalent in our approach would be an instance argument of a

record type with more than one parameter, something which is clearly allowed in our

system. Functional dependencies in a multi-parameter type class are annotations which

indicate that certain parameters of a type class can be deduced from (a subset of) the

others [20]. Such an annotation cannot directly be provided in our framework. However,
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in this section, we highlight certain behaviour of our system, which is reminiscent of

using functional dependencies, even though it works di�erently under the hood.

Consider the following code, which uses the IsDecEquivalence record from module

Relation.Binary in the Agda standard library. We use explicit using declarations to avoid

certain name clashes, but also to make it more clear what is happening implicitly.

open import Relation.Binary using (module DecSetoid;module IsDecEquivalence)

open import Data.Bool using (false; true; decSetoid)

open DecSetoid decSetoid using (isDecEquivalence)

open IsDecEquivalence {{...}} using (_
?
=_)

test = false
?
= true

The IsDecEquivalence t _≈_ record is semantically a more developed version of the

record Eq from the introduction, containing essentially an equality decision procedure

_
?
=_ for a binary predicate _≈_ on type t (as well as proof that _≈_ is an equivalence

relation). The �eld _
?
=_ has the following type:

_
?
=_ : (a : t) → (b : t) → Dec (a ≈ b)

A value of type Dec (a ≈ b) contains either a proof that a ≈ b or a proof that a 6≈ b. We

can bring a value of type IsDecEquivalence Bool _≡_ in scope by importing Data.Bool

and opening the decSetoid record (this would be more convenient if isDecEquivalence

were exported directly by the Data.Bool module). Finally, we bring the new record

�eld projection operator (taking the record as an instance argument) into scope by

importing it from the IsDecEquivalence {{...}}module application (see Section 2.2). From

that point on, we can transparently use the function _
?
=_ on Bools, as demonstrated

in the de�nition of test.

A �rst thing to explain is that the IsDecEquivalence record takes two arguments,

making it the equivalent of a multi-parameter type class. It is interesting to consider

what happens when type-checking the de�nition of test. The function _
?
=_ has the

following type (ignoring universe polymorphism):

_
?
=_ : {A : Set} → {_≈_ : A → A → Set} →

{{isDE : IsDecEquivalence A _≈_}} → (a : A) → (b : B) → Dec (a ≈ b)

When false
?
= true is type checked, Agda infers that A = Bool from the arguments

of _
?
=_. It then infers the instance argument isDE from the local scope. The only

candidate value in scope is isEquivalence, typed IsDecEquivalence Bool _≡_. From
unifying the type of this value with the expected type of isDE, Agda infers that the

implicit argument _≈_ must be the binary predicate _≡_.
In this case, we see that one argument of the IsDecEquivalence type constructor

already uniquely determines the value to be used from the scope. Its other arguments

can then be inferred from this value, producing an e�ect similar to a hypothetical

situation where IsDecEquivalence were a multi-parameter type class with a functional

dependency from type A to binary predicate _≈_.
Nevertheless, our mechanism works very di�erently from Haskell type classes with

functional dependencies. First of all, nowhere have we declared any functional depen-

dencies between arguments of the IsDecEquivalence record type, and these dependencies

were not checked when we brought values of type IsDecEquivalence into scope. Only
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when we actually needed to infer an instance argument, it was checked that only a

single suitably-typed value was in scope.

Declaring the equivalent of a functional dependency on the IsDecEquivalence record

type's arguments would correspond to an assertion that only one decidable equality

predicate can exist for any given type A. Such an assertion would be wrong here and

would cause problems in scenarios where multiple such predicates are used together.

Our system manages to infer the value of the _≈_ predicate without such a depen-

dency, because only one value of type IsDecEquivalence Bool _≈_ is in scope at the

call site of _
?
=_, which is a much weaker requirement.

Note �nally that it is a value, not a type, that is being inferred in a functional

dependencies-like way. In fact, our mechanism does not make any fundamental distinc-

tion between types or values, as one might expect in a dependently-typed language like

Agda. The mechanism will even happily infer types from values, which is not possible

in Haskell.

5.3 Implicit Con�gurations

One pattern implemented in the context of type classes which is rendered almost trivial

in the context of our proposal is Kiselyov and Shan's implicit con�gurations [23]. The

authors discuss a solution to what they call the con�gurations problem: propagating

run-time preferences throughout a program, allowing multiple concurrent con�gura-

tion sets to coexist safely under statically guaranteed separation. Their main example

concerns modular arithmetic: they want to be able to build expressions in modular

arithmetic which are parameterised over a concrete modulus but without the need to

pass the modulus around explicitly. They also want static assurance that the same

modulus is used for all operations in such an expression.

Kiselyov and Shan's solution is based on a mix of phantom types, type classes

and type-level computation. We demonstrate that a simpler encoding is possible in

our system, and that we can fully avoid one of the main di�culties in their work: the

re�ection at type-level of run-time values. Let us suppose that we have a signature like

the following: we assume an Integral dictionary record and add, mul and mod operations

taking such a dictionary as an instance argument. We also assume we have a type N

containing values zero, one, two and three and a dictionary nInt of type Integral N.

postulate Integral : Set → Set

add : ∀ {A} {{intA : Integral A}} → A → A → A

mul : ∀ {A} {{intA : Integral A}} → A → A → A

mod : ∀ {A} {{intA : Integral A}} → A → A → A

N : Set

zero one two three : N

nInt : Integral N

Like Kiselyov and Shan, we de�ne a wrapper data type M s A parameterised by

phantom token s (in our case not a type but a value of opaque type Token) and type A.

This wrapper represents a value of type A that is being considered under an unspeci�ed

modulus. We also de�ne a dictionary record Modulus s A (also parameterised by token

s and type A) representing a modulus of type A.

private postulate Token : Set
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record Modulus (s : Token) (A : Set) : Set where

�eld modulus : A

data M (s : Token) (A : Set) : Set where

MkM : A → M s A

unMkM : ∀ {s A} → M s A → A

unMkM (MkM a) = a

The withModulus function, which instantiates a valueM s A for a speci�ed modulus,

is simpler in our setting than Kiselyov and Shan's because we don't have to bother

with constructing a type for which the Modulus instance returns a certain value, but

instead just pass the desired dictionary explicitly:

private postulate theOnlyToken : Token

withModulus : ∀ {A} → {{intA : Integral A}} → (modulus : A) →
(∀ {s} → {{mod : Modulus s A}} → M s A) → A

withModulus m f = unMkM (f {theOnlyToken} {{record {modulus = m}}})

Similar to Kiselyov and Shan's, the addition and multiplication functions unwrap

the values, apply the respective operation, apply the modulus m and re-wrap the result:

normalise : ∀ {s A} {{intA : Integral A}} {{mod : Modulus s A}} → A → M s A

normalise a = MkM $ mod modulus a

_+_ : ∀ {s A} {{intA : Integral A}} {{mod : Modulus s A}} →
M s A → M s A → M s A

(MkM a) + (MkM b) = normalise (add a b)

_*_ : ∀ {s A} {{intA : Integral A}} {{mod : Modulus s A}} →
M s A → M s A → M s A

(MkM a) * (MkM b) = normalise (mul a b)

These operators are used similarly to Kiselyov and Shan's:

test1 : N

test1 = withModulus two (let o = MkM one in (o + o) * (o + o))

testExpr : ∀ {s} → {{mod : Modulus s N}} → M s N

testExpr = let o = MkM one

t = MkM two

in (o + t) * t

test2 : N

test2 = withModulus three testExpr

With this, our encoding of Kiselyov and Shan's implicit con�gurations is complete.

We believe that we achieve the same goals as Kiselyov and Shan, but we avoid their

threading of values into types (through an involved type-level re�ection of values) and

back again (through a form of type-level computation), which seems unneeded, very

complex and possibly ine�cient (depending on what optimisations the compiler can

perform). Interestingly, the fact that we don't need to re�ect values at the type level is

not (as one might expect) a consequence of Agda's dependently typed nature. Instead,

it is the value-level representation of dictionaries which allows this greater simplicity.

More concretely, in the de�nition of withModulus above, we can construct the dictionary
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as a value and pass it explicitly to the computation, whereas Kiselyov and Shan need

to jump through a lot of hoops to construct a type for which the correct instance

will be inferred. Kiselyov and Shan realise that this is non-ideal and propose adding a

restricted form of local instances to Haskell, which we support in a more general form

(see Section 5.5).

5.4 Implicit Proof Obligations

In the context of Agda, we believe that instance arguments are useful for a pattern

which is (to the best of our knowledge) novel: implicit proof obligations. Consider the

integer division operator in module Data.Nat.DivMod in Agda's standard library:

_div_ : (dividend divisor : N) { 6≡0 : False (divisor
?
= 0)} → N

This division operator requires a guarantee that the provided divisor is non-zero. How-

ever, instead of requiring a normal argument of type divisor 6≡ 0, the _div_ operator

cleverly accepts a value of type False (divisor
?
= 0). This type contains a single value

if and only if divisor is non-zero, but additionally, this value can be automatically in-

ferred if Agda knows that divisor is of the form suc n for some n. For example, if we

write 5 div 3, then Agda will infer the non-zeroness proof obligation. This pattern has

been described by Norell [30, 3.7.1 p.71], and critically depends on the fact that the

property in question (non-zeroness) can be decided. Proof obligations modelled using

this pattern are not passed on implicitly to other methods that require it. Finally, the

_div_ operator becomes somewhat clumsy to use in a situation where only a �normal�

proof, i.e. a value of type divisor 6≡ 0 is available.

We propose an additional operator _div'_ which takes the proof obligation as an

instance argument (we omit the de�nition in terms of the above _div_). This operator

does not have the limitations of the _div_ operator discussed above, but does have

some limitations of its own: for example in the call 5 div′ 3, Agda can only infer the

implicit argument of our operator if a value of type 3 6≡ 0 is in scope.

_divMod′_ : (dividend divisor : N) {{6≡0 : divisor 6≡ 0}} → N × N
_divMod′_ = -- omitted

_div′_ : (dividend divisor : N) {{6≡0 : divisor 6≡ 0}} → N
a div′ b with a divMod′ b
a div′ b | (q, ) = q

postulate d : N
d6≡0 : d 6≡ 0

test : N
test = 5 div' d

Note how in the de�nition of _div′_, the proof obligation is implicitly passed on

to the _divMod′_ function, which also requires it. We believe that this example shows

that our proposed instance arguments have uses that go beyond those of type classes.

Not only dictionary records can be usefully passed around implicitly but also other

values which are uniquely identi�ed by their type in call-site scopes. In a dependently

typed language like Agda, implicit proof obligations are a clear example of such values.
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5.5 Local Instances

A feature that is not supported by Haskell type classes are local type class instances.

Consider the following two equality functions on Strings: the �rst represents standard

equality and the second only compares the lengths. The �rst de�nition uses the stan-

dard string equality decision procedure and the second applies the EqInst.equal operator

after �rst applying a string length function to its two arguments. Note that we assume

a single, standard value of type Eq N in scope.

eqString1 : String → String → Bool

eqString1 s1 s2 = b s1
?
= s2 c

eqString2 : String → String → Bool

eqString2 = equal on length

Now suppose that we have a function whose behaviour depends on a con�guration

argument, determining which type of equality it should use throughout a series of

calculations. We can support this by de�ning the equivalent of a local instance eqLocal

of the Eq type class, which uses the correct string equality operator, depending on the

con�guration parameter.

test : Bool → Bool

test lengthEq = if equal "abcd" "dcba" then ... else ...

where eqLocal = record {equal = if lengthEq then eqString2 else eqString1}

The value eqLocal functions as a local type class instance, something which is also

supported by Scala implicits, but not by Haskell or Coq type classes, where type class

instances are always global.

It is interesting to note that Wadler and Blott already considered local instances

when they de�ned type classes in 1989. In fact, the simpli�ed language in their ap-

pendix, for which they present typing judgments (with an embedded dictionary trans-

lation) supports local instances. However, Wadler and Blott show that this calculus

does not in general have the principal types property. This property states that any

expression e that can be typed in a given context, must have a principal type t, i.e. a

type t such that if e has any type t', it must be an instance of t.

In a hypothetical notation for local instances and using the Haskell Eq type class

from our introduction, this is Wadler and Blott's counter-example e1:

e1 = let instance Eq Int where ...

instance Eq Char where ...

in equal

They show that (with no other instances available) e1 has types Int → Int → Bool

and Char → Char → Bool but no type generalising both. Wadler and Blott conjecture

that the problem does not exist if no local instances or local type class de�nitions are

allowed, and this restriction has been adopted in the Haskell language.

In their work about implicit con�gurations, Kiselyov and Shan recognise that a

major part of their development consists of �type system hackery� that works around

the lack of local instances in Haskell. As a remedy, they propose to allow local instances

under the restriction that their types must mention a simultaneously introduced fresh
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type variable, a solution which they claim salvages the principal types property, yet

su�ces for the purposes of their implicit con�gurations paper.

A �rst note we want to make is that a dependently-typed language like Agda

typically does not have the principal types property to begin with. An example is the

term (3, x) with x of type Fin 3. Since Agda has dependent sums, this term can be

given the type Σ N (\n → Fin n) as well as Σ N (\n → Fin 3). Agda will refuse to

type-check such terms unless the user provides additional information.

The above problem does not exist in our design because the analogue of the above

term e1 does not have any type at all in our system, so that it would even (vacuously)

satisfy the principal types property:

e1 = let eqInt : Eq Int

eqInt = ...

eqChar : Eq Char

eqChar = ...

in equal

This term e1 does not have any type, because there is no unique type-correct value

in scope for equal's instance argument and Agda will produce a type error. The term

de�nitely does not have the type {t : Set} → {{eqT : Eq t}} → t → t → Bool,

because in our system we do not infer instance arguments when an instance argument

cannot be �lled in. We can however change the term so that it does have this type by

preventing the instance argument from being resolved as follows:

e1 = let ... in λ {t} {{eqT}} → equal {t} {{eqT}}

For this expression, Agda will not attempt to resolve the instance argument.

5.6 Overloaded Literals

Another Haskell feature related to type classes that we have not yet discussed are

overloaded literals. This term refers to the fact that for example the integer literal

3 in Haskell source code does not have type Integer as one might expect, but in-

stead it has type ∀ a. Num a ⇒ a. More speci�cally, the Num class has a method

fromInteger :: Num a ⇒ Integer → a and integer literals are interpreted to stand for

an application of this function to the corresponding Integer value and a similar system

exists for rational literals. Numeric literals are de�ned in this indirect way so that they

may be interpreted as values of any appropriate numeric type.

Let us consider an analogous system for Agda, based on instance arguments. The

Agda compiler currently parses four kinds of literals: positive integers (naturals), (pos-

itive) �oating points, characters and strings and they are considered respectively of

builtin types N, Float, Char and String.3 Like for Haskell, it seems useful to de�ne a

system such that literals can be interpreted in any suitable numeric types.

However, there is a problem with Haskell's idea of overloaded literals that we have

to tackle �rst. Consider the example of natural literals. When such a literal is in-

terpreted in a numeric type a, a user might expect the compiler to check that the

3 These types need to be de�ned and specially marked in the user's code or an imported
�le. Agda's standard library currently de�nes suitable versions of N, Char and String but not
Float.
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literal value actually �ts inside the type a. However, this is not the case, as the

reader can verify by executing the Haskell expression print (4294967296 :: Int) or

print (18446744073709551616 :: Int) on a 32- or 64-bit system respectively. Indeed,

it compiles without any warning and because of a machine integer over�ow produces

output 0. The problem appears hard to solve in general: for an arbitrary user-de�ned

type, it is unclear how the compiler should �gure out whether a given value is reason-

able.

In Agda, this problem is arguably worse, because Agda has a richer type system.

For example, Agda's standard library de�nes a family of types Fin : N → Set such

that Fin n models the set of numbers between 0 and n - 1. It would be useful to be able

to interpret integer literals at this type, but then we would even more like to receive a

compiler warning if we try to interpret for example the literal 5 in Fin 3.

Luckily, there is an Agda programming idiom that we can use. We have already

encountered the technique in Section 5.4, where the _div_ function was de�ned in such

a way that the non-zeroness of its divisor argument was statically checked. Similarly,

the Agda standard library de�nes a function #_ that statically checks that a natural

m is strictly smaller than n before converting it to a value of type Fin n.

#_ : ∀ m {n} {m<n : True (m N<? n)} → Fin n

#_ {m<n = m<n} = fromN6 (toWitness m<n)

This type signature of #_ ensures that when we type-check for example # 2 : Fin 3,

Agda will infer a value of type True (2 N<? 3). This works because the type reduces to

True (yes prf) for some prf : 3 6 3 which reduces further to the unit type >. For this
type, Agda infers the single value tt : >. Conversely, if we type-check # 5 : Fin 3,

then the type True (5 N<? 3) will reduce to the bottom type ⊥, and the compiler will

report that it cannot infer a value for it.

This technique can be generalised to a type-class for types that support natural

literals as follows:

record HasNatLiterals (t : Set) : Set1 where

�eld ValidLiteral : N → Set

decideValid : (n : N) → Dec (ValidLiteral n)

fromN : (n : N) → {valid : True (decideValid n)} → t

This record models a type class of types t that support natural literals. It is required to

contain a predicate ValidLiteral identifying what values can legally be used as literals,

a decision procedure decideValid for this predicate (a function that returns, for any n,

a value of Dec (ValidLiteral n), i.e. a proof of either ValidLiteral n or ¬ ValidLiteral n)

and a function fromN that takes a natural n, a proof that n satis�es the predicate and

returns a value of type t.

With this design, the Agda compiler can give a natural literal the type

{t : Set} {{hnl : HasNatLiterals t}} { : True (HasNatLiterals.decideValid hnl n)} → t

and make the literal n equivalent to λ {t} {{hnl}} {prf} → fromN {t} {{hnl}} n {prf}.
Users would then be required to de�ne or bring in scope a value of type HasNatLiterals t

for any type t for which they use natural literals. We give two examples of such values

for types N and Fin n. The instance for Fin uses the previously de�ned function #_.

wnlN : HasNatLiterals N
wnlN = record {ValidLiteral = λ → >;
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decideValid = λ → yes tt;

fromN = λ x → x}
wnlFin : {k : N} → HasNatLiterals (Fin k)

wnlFin {k} = record {ValidLiteral = λ n → n < k;

decideValid = λ n → n <? k;

fromN = λ n {prf} → #_ n {k} {prf}
}

We believe that this design for natural literals can be generalised to other kinds of

literals (�oating point and strings). Note that Haskell strings are not normally over-

loaded but there is a GHC extension that changes this. It is interesting to point out

that for strings the technique allows statically parsed and checked string literals, some-

thing which might be a fruitful avenue for the modelling of deep DSLs within Agda.

This could form the basis for a nice alternative to GHC's quasi-quotes [27].

We have implemented the above design of overloaded natural literals for Agda

but it has not been adopted in the released version of Agda. In a discussion on the

Agda mailing list [8], it was noted that HasNatLiterals could be used without compiler

modi�cations by writing fromN 3 instead of 3 and there was doubt about whether the

additional advantage of being able to write 3 instead was important enough to warrant

a compiler modi�cation.

In Haskell, numeric literals are also overloaded during pattern matching, and we

think our design can be adapted to support that as well.

5.7 Two Final Examples

As a small encore in this section, we can't resist discussing two code snippets using

instance arguments. The �rst is an example of a function abstracting over functions

with implicit arguments. It demonstrates the �rst-class nature of our new type of

arguments: functions with instance arguments can be abstracted over, their types can

be written out etc.

explicitise : ∀ {A : Set} {B : A → Set} → ({{x : A}} → B x) → (x : A) → B x

explicitise f x = f {{x}}

Our �nal example is small, but very useful: it is an analogue of Agda's standard

underscore construct for instance arguments, similar to Scala's implicitly or ?. Like in

Scala, we don't need to introduce special syntax for this: the following de�nition su�ces.

This ellipsis can be used as a shorthand in any situation where only a single type-correct

value is in scope. Because our resolution algorithm does not require candidates to be

specially annotated to be eligible, our ellipsis is more generally useful than Scala's

implicitly.

· · · : {A : Set} → {{a : A}} → A

· · · {{a}} = a
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6 Related Work

There exists a lot of literature about type classes, extensions of them and alternatives

to them [46,21,40,36,20,47,13,37,34,12,44,17,45,11,42,43,35]. We have already dis-

cussed Haskell type classes and Scala implicits in the introduction and later and we do

not repeat that information here.

We do not further discuss Lewis et al.'s implicit parameters, implemented in Hugs

and GHC [26], as they use a name-based resolution, instead of the type-based resolution

of our design and are thus not suited for our use cases.

6.1 Scala implicits

We have already discussed Scala implicits in Section 1.4, so we only provide some more

details here.

As mentioned before, functions that take implicit arguments are restricted in Scala.

To be more speci�c, Scala implicits have the following restrictions. In the �rst place,

a function can accept several implicit arguments, but they are required to occur after

the conventional arguments. Abstracting over functions taking implicit arguments is

not syntactically possible but requires encoding such functions as objects with an

apply method taking an implicit argument. There is no user syntax for the type of

a function accepting implicit arguments. Anonymous functions cannot accept implicit

arguments4. Full and tight control on the insertion of implicit arguments does not seem

to be available and it seems impossible to partially apply a given function with implicit

arguments to any chosen subset of its (implicit and ordinary) arguments (while keeping

the implicit arguments implicit).

More details about Scala's resolution algorithm, like the termination criterion for

implicit resolution or the precise set of candidates for resolving a certain implicit ar-

gument can be found in the Scala spec [32].

6.2 Coq Type Classes

Sozeau and Oury have recently presented Coq type classes [44]. Like Agda, Coq is

a dependently typed, purely functional programming language/proof assistant. Com-

pared to Agda, Coq has a longer history, a larger user base, and a more principled core

language and associated type-checker. On top of that, Coq o�ers a variety of language

features and meta-programming/proof automation facilities.

Sozeau and Oury's type classes are a new form of dependently typed record types.

If a function has an implicit argument of such a record type, and its value cannot

be inferred through Coq's standard uni�cation, then Coq will try to infer a value

through an instance search. This instance search is implemented as an automated proof

search using a special-purpose port of the eauto tactic. This tactic performs a bounded

breadth- or depth-�rst search using the type class's instances as lemmas. Both direct

instances (objects of the record type) and parameterised instances (functions which

take certain arguments and return such an object) are supported.

4 The Scala syntax (implicit x ⇒ x) de�nes an anonymous function that takes a normal

argument x, but makes x eligible for implicit resolution in the function body [32, �6.23].
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Sozeau and Oury further discuss syntax extensions and models of superclasses and

substructures and then provide a discussion of various aspects of their system, most

importantly their instance search tactic. They think their current instance search tactic

is not su�cient in the context of multi-parameter type classes and arbitrary instances

(which their system currently allows). They state the algorithm's non-determinism and

unpredictability as problems which they hope to address in the future by restricting

the shape of allowed instances and using a more predictable algorithm.

Sozeau and Oury's instance search is currently at least as powerful as Haskell's

or Scala's instance/implicit search: it can be used as a separate computational model

(see Section 4). Sozeau and Oury's mechanism is limited to record types that were

de�ned as a type class, so existing libraries need to be adapted to bene�t from it. Type

class instances can be de�ned locally, but it seems that the local instance will not be

considered for automatic resolution.

6.3 Coq Canonical Structures

Coq features another type system concept which can be exploited as an alternative to

type classes: canonical structures [2,45]. This feature allows certain values of a record

type to be marked as canonical structures. These are then automatically considered

when the Coq type inferencer tries to infer a value of the record type from the value

of one of its �elds. Canonical structures have existed for some time in Coq, but have

recently attracted the attention of authors looking to provide easy to use libraries of

complex concepts, exploiting canonical structures as a powerful meta-programming

feature that implicitly resolves values in the background. There are some similarities

in the design to ours, as it does not introduce a separate type of structure and does a

form of implicit resolution from call-site scope.

The precise workings of the feature are tightly coupled to the inner workings of

Coq's type inferencer. A precise formal description does not appear to be available but

Gonthier et al. have reverse-engineered an operational semantics for the mechanism in

Coq 8.3 [15]. It is not clear if any termination guarantees are o�ered/required regarding

canonical structure resolution.

Coq's instance resolution presents a powerful computational model. The best il-

lustration of this fact is presented by Gonthier et al. [16] who present an assortment

of design patterns that allow to exploit the model in a logic programming style, with

support for recursion, backtracking and syntactic pattern matching on types. This

makes the resolution very powerful, and the authors demonstrate how it enables a

form of proof automation (�overloaded lemmas�) that is a compelling alternative to

Coq's tactics.

The canonical structures resolution mechanism and Gonthier et al.'s patterns for it

are powerful, but they seem to require expertise and understanding of Coq's type infer-

encer to use. The computational model is Prolog-like: uni�cation-based with support

for backtracking, not functional like Coq's underlying logic.

6.4 Isabelle Type Classes

The Isabelle/HOL proof assistant also features a form of type classes which have been

described by Haftmann and Wenzel [17]. Haftmann and Wenzel explain these type
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classes in terms of existing Isabelle concepts like locales and top-level polymorphic

functions, together with a form of extra-logical constraints checking, thus avoiding an

extension of the logic. Isabelle type classes are restricted to a single parameter and

this parameter must be a type (not a type constructor, not a value). The resolution

mechanism is comparable in computational power to Haskell's.

6.5 Modular Type Classes

Dreyer et al. discuss an alternative to type classes in the context of ML [12]. They share

our view that Haskell type classes duplicate functionality by introducing a separate

structuring concept, and they argue that ML modules already provide functionality

akin to associated type families and type class inheritance (like we do for ADTs). They

propose to model single-parameter type classes as class signatures: module signatures

with a single abstract type named t. Instances become modules and functors. Their

primitive overload fun from sig returns a version of function fun from class signature

sig that will resolve the appropriate module implementing sig from call-site scope.

Another primitive canon (sig) resolves and returns the module as a whole.

Resolution of such a module takes into account modules and functors that have been

annotated in the current scope with a using declaration. Since functors are considered,

the instance search is recursive. They do not support the equivalent of multi-parameter

type classes. It is not clear to us if and how their type class modules can be abstracted

over.

6.6 Explicit Haskell

In an unpublished technical report, Dijkstra and Swierstra describe an implicit ar-

guments system which they have implemented in a Haskell variant called Explicit

Haskell [11]. Their motivation is that Haskell does not provide a way to override the au-

tomatic resolution of instances (dictionaries) for functions with a type class constraint.

They extend Haskell with named instances, local instances, and a way to explicitly

provide an instance to a function with a type class constraint, either by naming the

instance or by lifting a value of a record type corresponding to the type class. They

also allow type class constraints to appear anywhere in a type, not just at the begin-

ning. For resolving type class constraints, they use a resolution close to Haskell's (their

design is a conservative extension of Haskell). The only di�erence is that instances can

be annotated to not take part in this resolution (in which case they can only be used

by name). In the same text, Dijkstra and Swierstra discuss a system for partial type

signatures, with independent value. The system allows the user to partially specify

types for values and leave the rest to be inferred.

This design has many similarities to our system. Their extensions to the concept

of type class constraints e�ectively transform them into a special form of function

arguments similar to our instance arguments. Their design o�ers some of the same

bene�ts as ours (e.g. local instances, named instances), and they discuss some of the

same examples as we do in Section 5. However, they make some di�erent choices:

their constraints remain limited to arguments whose type was de�ned as a type class

instance and their resolution is similar to Haskell's. They do not fully unify type classes
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with their associated record types, so that some of the advantages we can o�er are not

available (e.g. abstracting over a type class).

6.7 Concepts in C++

C++ features a form of polymorphic functions known as template functions. For a

long time, templates were only type-checked after they were instantiated with concrete

(type and/or compile-time value) arguments. When the community started looking for

a type system that could type-check templates before instantiation, they set out to add

language support for the semi-formal concepts that were used in the documentation of

the Standard Template Library. Over the years, a variety of proposals was de�ned but

due to an ongoing disagreement about elements of the design, concepts have not been

included in the latest version of the C++ standard [42]. We do not try to discuss all

proposals and their di�erences here, let alone the details of the disagreements, but we

only discuss one of the most principled designs that originates from this e�ort: Siek

and Lumsdaine's G programming language [43].

The G language is a variation of C++, with concepts as the most signi�cant ad-

dition. Concepts are closely related to type classes and G supports a wide variety of

features including analogues of type families, multi-parameter type classes, equality

constraints and local instances as well as some non-standard features like concept-

based overloading ; the equivalent of allowing parametric instances to overlap if they

have di�erent constraints and resolving them by choosing the most speci�c applicable

instance.

In G, it is not possible to abstract over constraints as described in Section 1.2.

Siek and Lumsdaine chose not to restrict the shape of parameterised instances, so that

termination of constraint resolution is not guaranteed and the computational model is

comparable to that of Haskell with the UndecidableInstances extension [41].

6.8 The Implicit Calculus

Oliveira et al. present the implicit calculus, intended as a minimal and general core

calculus for studying and informing implementations of type-class like mechanisms

in other languages [35]. The authors and the calculus focus on the two questions of

instance (or in their terms rule) scope and the resolution mechanism. Our system

does not seem fully supported by their calculus. For example, our system (but also

e.g. Scala) allows values in the implicit context to be referred to by name, while in

their calculus it is only possible to refer to them by type. Regarding resolution, they

support higher-order rules and partial resolution of class constraints. They present a

theorem that connects resolution explicitly to a form of Prolog-style logic programming,

a connection that we have strived to avoid. An extended version of the paper discusses

a possible restriction on instances that ensures termination of the search [33], which

would lead to a computational power similar to that of Haskell's type class resolution.

6.9 Agda Prelude

Instance arguments have been used in Kettelhoit's master thesis to construct a Prelude

for Agda [22]. His aims were to solve the problem of name clashes in Agda's standard
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library, construct an analogue of Haskell's Prelude for Agda and try everything out on

a number of IO-based programs.
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A Under the Hood

In this appendix, we discuss the precise changes we make in more detail. The de�nitions in this
section are extensions and adaptations of Norell's rules for Agda's type system and standard
implicit arguments [30, 3.5 pp. 69�70, 5.1.5 pp. 99�100]. They should be read in the context
of Norell's developments and may not be fully clear without them.

A.1 Implicit Lambdas

We add another function space {{x : A}} → B in addition to the existing {x : A} → B
and (x : A) → B. Like the existing implicit functions, the new functions are semantically
equivalent to the corresponding ordinary functions. Values of type {{x : A}} → B can be
introduced as (typed or untyped) lambda values λ {{x}} → e or λ {{x : A}} → e or they can
be de�ned as constants (at the top-level or in where-clauses).

For type-checking values of this type, we extend the rules for Agda's standard implicit
arguments [30, 3.5 pp. 69�70] as follows. If a value does not explicitly mention an instance
argument from the type it is checked against, rule (2) infers implicit lambdas, like for normal
implicit arguments.

Γ, x : A ` e ↑ B  s

Γ ` λ{{x}}.e ↑ {{x : A}} → B  λ{{x}}.s
(1)

Γ, x : A ` e ↑ B  s e 6= λ{{x}}.e′

Γ ` e ↑ {{x : A}} → B  λ{{x}}.s
(2)

A.2 Instance Arguments

Next, we need to determine when instance arguments of a function are not provided explic-
itly and should be inferred. This mechanism is governed by the inference rules for argument
checking judgements of the form Γ ` A@ ē ↓ B  s̄. Such a judgment means that the values ē
can be passed as arguments to a value of type A, producing a value of type B. The full list of
arguments to be applied to the function (including implicitly inserted ones) is �returned� in s̄.

We extend the corresponding rules for implicit arguments [30, 3.5 p. 70] as follows. For a
non-provided instance argument, we do not just insert a meta-variable α, but we additionally
add a constraint FindInScopeα. This is a special kind of constraint that indicates that α should
be resolved as an instance argument. To do this, we need to extend the form of argument
checking judgements to additionally return a set of constraints C: Γ ` A@ ē ↓ B  s̄, C. This
adapted form actually corresponds more closely to Agda's existing implementation of the rules.
Existing rules in the old form of the judgment should now be read as producing no constraints
or passing through generated constraints if they recurse.
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Γ ` e ↑ A s Γ ` B[x := s] @ ē ↓ B′  s̄, C
Γ ` {{x : A}} → B @ {{e}}; ē ↓ B′  s; s̄, C

(3)

AddMeta(α : Γ → A) ē 6= {{e}}; ē′
Γ ` {{x : A}} → B @ {{α}}; ē ↓ B′  s̄, C

Γ ` {{x : A}} → B @ ē ↓ B′  s̄, C ∪ {FindInScopeα}
(4)

We change the last rule on [30, p. 70] to the following:

A 6= {{x : A1}} → A2 A 6= {x : A1} → A2

Γ ` A@ ε ↓ A ε, {}
(5)

A somewhat technical point here is that at the moment, we do not allow meta-variables
introduced for instance arguments to be η-expanded, as this is done for Agda's normal im-
plicit arguments. We take a conservative approach because we currently do not have a good
understanding of possible interactions between η-expansion and instance resolution. During
our experiments, we have established that all of them (see Section 3 and 5) have worked well
without η-expansion. It is future work to get a better understanding of the issues involved.

A.3 Resolution Algorithm

The resolution of a constraint FindInScopeα in context Γ and scope S with Γ ` α : A tries
to infer a value from either the values in the current context Γ or the constants in scope S.
If only one candidate is found in both sets, it is selected. If there is more than one candidate,
resolution of the constraint is postponed in the hope that more type information will become
available further on, reducing the set of candidates further. If the constraint is not resolved
when type checking �nishes, this is reported to the user. If there are no candidates, then the
constraint cannot be solved and this is also reported.

To formalise these rules, we need some extra information about meta variables introduced
through inference rule (4) above: the context and scopes at the point where they were de�ned.
We do not make this change explicit because the context is actually already implicitly being
maintained throughout Norell's development [30], and because both the scope and the context
are already being kept in the Agda implementation. For a meta variable α, we write MScpα
and MCtxα for the scope resp. the context in which a meta variable α was introduced.

With these nuances, we can formally de�ne how we solve constraints FindInScopeα as
follows:

Lookup(α : A)
Candidates(MCtx(α),MScp(α), α,A) = {(n,An)}

Γ ` A ' An  C α := n

Γ ` FindInScopeα C
(6)

This de�nition says that if we have a meta-variable α typed A, that is to be inferred as an
instance argument, then it is resolved if there is a unique solution. In this case, we require
convertibility of the types and assign the value to the meta-variable. The set of candidates in
context Γ and scope S, for meta-variable α, of type A is de�ned by predicate Candidates:

Candidates(Γ, S, α,A) =
{

(n′, An) | Cand(Γ, S, n,An) and ValidCand(α,A, n, n′, An)
}

(7)

For terms n, of type An, that are potential candidates in the current context and scope
(predicate Cand below), the candidates are the terms n′ that result from validity checking n
with respect to the current meta-variable and its type. This last property is de�ned by the
ValidCand predicate.

〈Σ〉CheckCand(α,A, n, n′, A′) C =⇒ 〈Σ′〉
〈Σ〉ValidCand(α,A, n, n′, A′) =⇒ 〈Σ〉

(8)

In the de�nition of this predicate, we perform a check, but if this check makes changes to the
current signature, we do not yet carry them through here. This is formalised using the explicit
notation of the signatures in the judgements [30, 3.3.1 p. 54].
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The check that a certain term is valid for a certain meta-variable consists of two parts:

Γ ` A′ @NI ε ↓ A s̄, C α := n s̄ CurrentConstraints(C)
∀C ∈ C : C 6= FindInScopeα′ ⇒ ¬(0 C  C′)

CheckCand(α,A, n′, A′) C
(9)

First, we use the judgment Γ ` A′ @NI ε ↓ A  s̄, C to require that the type A′ of n
is convertible to type A after potentially applying a number of implicit (but not instance)
arguments. The rules for judgment Γ ` A @NI ē ↓ B  s̄, C are identical to the ones for
judgment Γ ` A @ ē ↓ B  s̄, C except that our additional rule (4) is not allowed and rule (5)
is changed back to its original version.

Second, if we assign the resulting value to the meta-variable, no other constraint must be
immediately invalidated. For this last check, we do not recursively consider other FindInScope
constraints, since this would introduce recursion in the instance search. This check is necessarily
incomplete: in Norell's words, the type checker will give one of three answers [30, Note p. 65]:
�yes it is type correct�, �no it is not correct� or �it might be correct if the meta-variables
are instantiated properly�. Only if we get the second answer, we reject the candidate under
scrutiny.

Rule (9) strikes a �ne balance. On the one hand, the resolution algorithm needs to be
powerful enough to be usable, but we avoid making it too powerful (see discussion in Section 4).
The intuition behind the criterion above is that we consider any value that is type-correct in
the sense that it has the correct type, but also in the sense that it does not immediately
invalidate constraints. The criterion has proven su�cient for all use cases discussed in this
text, but also necessary: without the check for invalidated constraints, monad instances for
example are often not resolved. Note that we have used a new CurrentConstraints operation,
which works on the signature that is implicit in the typing judgements:

〈Σ〉 CurrentConstraints(C) =⇒ 〈Σ〉 where C = {C | C ∈ Σ} (10)

We still need to de�ne the potential candidates in a given context and scope. The Cand
property formalises this:

Γ = Γ1;n : A;Γ2

Cand(Γ, S, n,A)
(11)

Visiblepri(n, S) Lookup(n : A)

Cand(Γ, S, n,A)
(12)

The somewhat technical predicate Visiblep(n, S) asserts that name n is publicly or pri-
vately (de�ned by p) in scope stack S. The name must either be available at visibility p or pub
in the scope at the top of the stack S or publicly visible in one of the scopes below the top. The
predicate VisibleNSα(n, σ) asserts that name n is available in the α-visible namespace (nsα)
of scope σ. Its de�nition requires that n is in the domain of the �rst part of that namespace,
i.e. the part containing values (the second part contains modules).

VisibleNSα(n, σ) ∨VisibleNSpub(n, σ)

Visibleα(n, S I σ)
(13)

Visiblepub(n, S)

Visibleα(n, S I σ)
(14)

n ∈ dom(fst(nsα))

VisibleNSα(n, 〈M,nspub, nspri〉)
(15)

From rules (6) and (9) above, it is clear that resolution of constraints FindInScopeα only
compares types that have already been type checked, and does not trigger extra type checking.
Therefore, only one constraint FindInScopeα will be resolved per occurrence in the user's
code of a function taking an instance argument without a value being provided explicitly. This
means that, contrary to other proposals, the computational power of our resolution algorithm
is fundamentally limited, in the sense that it does not allow any form of recursion, looping or
backtracking. It therefore does not introduce a separate computational model in the language
(see Section 4).
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A.4 Soundness

Intuitively, soundness of the rules above is easily guaranteed, because all we do is assign terms of
the correct type to meta-variables. The following lemma re�ects this intuition, supplementing
Norell's Lemma 3.5.13:

Lemma 1 (Instance resolution preserves consistency) If Γ `|Σ| valid, Σ is consistent

and

〈Σ〉 Γ ` FindInScopeα =⇒ 〈Σ′〉
then Σ′ is consistent.

Proof A consequence of Norell's Lemma 3.5.12 (Re�nement preserves consistent signatures),
together with the observation that rule (6) will only ever perform a type correct assignment
of a meta-variable (a signature re�nement).

This lemma su�ces to establish that Norell's Lemma 3.5.14 (Constraint solving is sound)
stays valid in the context of our new kind of constraints, as well as the main result, Theorem
3.5.18 (Soundness of type checking).

Like Norell for normal implicit arguments, we provide formal rules for the insertion of
instance arguments and the insertion of instance lambdas, but do not prove any formal results
about them.

Some of the rules above may give the impression that this resolution algorithm is sensitive
to the order in which type-checking is interleaved with constraint solving. However, this sensi-
tivity actually only exists for error reporting. Remember that during type-checking, constraints
will only be added and solved (after a correct meta-variable assignment), but they cannot oth-
erwise be removed. As a consequence of this, the candidates set for a given instance argument
meta-variable α, de�ned by rule (7) above, form a descending series during type-checking: later
sets are subsets of previous ones. Furthermore, if a value in scope can be assigned to α such
that the entire Agda expression successfully type checks, then this value will be contained in
all of these candidate sets. All non-valid candidates will eventually be removed. Therefore, if
no other valid candidates are available, the valid value will inevitably be chosen.

Note that this notion of candidates set is also useful for e�ciently implementing instance
argument resolution. In fact, the current Agda implementation maintains this set explicitly
during type checking such that instance argument candidates that have already been discarded
are not reconsidered afterwards.

For erroneous programs, the order of constraint solving may determine the kind of error
message that is generated. Depending on whether a constraint C is registered after a certain
instance argument is already resolved, or before, an error will be reported for the FindInScope
constraint or the constraint C. This in�uence of type-checking on error reporting also exists
for standard Hindley-Milner type inferencing [18], so we consider it acceptable.

One possible extension of the current resolution scheme that we have considered in detail
is based on a prioritisation of candidates, e.g. by giving precedence to values de�ned closer to
the call site. However, contrary to our current resolution algorithm, such a prioritisation does
make the result of instance resolution depend on the order of constraint resolution. Suppose
there is a value in the highest priority set which is valid except for a constraint produced late
during type checking and suppose this is the only candidate at the highest priority, but a lower
priority candidate is also valid, and does not invalidate the late constraint. Since we don't know
upfront which constraints will be produced during the rest of type-checking, we have to decide
at some point which value to use. If the late constraint has then not yet been produced, the
highest priority candidate will be selected and a type error will be reported when the late
constraint is �nally encountered. However, if the resolution occurs after the production of the
late constraint, the valid low-priority candidate is chosen instead of the invalid high-priority
one, and all goes well.

We currently do not see a solution for this problem, so we keep the introduction of a
prioritised resolution algorithm as future work. Our experiments (see Section 3 and 5) show
that the current non-prioritised resolution scheme su�ces for real use.
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